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SUCCESS ROADMAP

The Happy, Successful Massage
Therapist



Eric Deegear LMT is a highly regarded industry expert, mentor,
author, business coach, & licensed massage therapist.

Owner of Deegear Coaching, he is also the founder of the Massage
Success Club, a results-based community committed to helping
bodyworkers around the world achieve happiness and success by
becoming fully booked  & balanced in their business.

Cheers, Eric
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Here are 7 straightforward strategies that
will be a powerful, rocket-booster for your

business if you put them to work. 
Want to build your clientele? 

Gain more referrals? x10 your income? 
This is the trail guide for you. 

 
Come discover the blueprints to your badass
massage practice. You'll learn how to create
a map to your Mountains and you'll even get
some bonus workpages to use at the end of

this PDF as part of my gift to you!

You'll see the biggest pitfalls that massage
therapists stumble into and how to get back
on your feet afterwards. I'll share a few ways

to increase your income, even if you're
currently working for someone else. 

 
If you enjoy what you learn here, 

I invite you to head over to the Massage
Success Club, where massage therapists just

like you receive daily advice & support!
 

May you find happiness and success! 

http://www.massagesuccess.club/


"Trust isn't the belief that things WON'T screw up, it's the
belief that things will be okay even when they DO screw up."
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Trust
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Cultivate Deep Trust

Success Secret One

Secret numero uno is to TRUST.
Trust is when you have faith or

confidence in someone or
something. That someone should be
you! A well-oriented mindset is the

single most important part of
achieving success. You can reach the

mountains ahead, only if you
believe that you will! 

 
A wise person once said: "Trust isn't
the belief that things WON'T screw
up, it's the belief that things will be
okay even when they DO screw up." 

 
The top tier massage therapists who
are disrupting established norms &
running incredible businesses have
found their anchor, confident that

they can achieve their dreams. 

We are in a wonderful industry of
healers, so focus on what’s good and

train your trust, not your terror. 
 

I can show you the path to success but
you're the only one who can walk it!
Nobody else can take the journey for

you! You are THE SECRET WEAPON to
your own success. 

 
If you want to start becoming a super
successful bodyworker in this space,

you have to believe that you are worthy
of success.

 
 Find a TRUST mantra or song that

makes you feel like a badass and put it
on repeat when you find yourself

questioning your massage therapy
destiny! 
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Make a Map
"Failing to plan is planning to fail."

- Alan Lakein
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Make a Map to Your Mountains

Success Secret Two

Just because you setup your table and created a facebook page
doesn't mean clients are going to appear out of nowhere. The most

successful practitioners draw a map long before they open and
constantly revisit it to see their progress. You can first start by

choosing your Mountains. 
 

Decide where you want to be with your business in 30 days, 12
months & 5 years from now. Your goals may change as you move
forward, but having a plan of action  is an essential role in your

success. 
 

Next, create a budget, so your expenses don't exceed your income.
Start-up costs, operation costs, and an emergency reserve should all

be on the list. 
 

Lastly, think about your specialty. Do you have a niche already in
mind? You can't be everything to everyone! Identify the type of

clients you want to attract who will come to you for those services,
and ultimately, where you can find them. Remember, a dream

without a map can easily become your worst nightmare. 
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Designed Discounts
"Price is what you pay. Value is what you get."

- Warren Buffett 
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Desperate Discounts 
vs 

Designed Discounts

Success Secret Three

Everyone knows those type of clients who would pay 10 bucks for your work if
they could get away with it. Don't put up with them. Avoid desperate discounting

and instead start to design your discounts. For you to become successful, you
need to recognize the value in your work and in yourself. 

 
Create strategic discounts that have a purpose to them. I tell all the therapists
that I mentor: Deal sites like Groupon can be VERY powerful to get clients on

your table but only with the PROPER STRATEGY. 
 

Think about the type of scavenger clients that are attracted to desperate
discounts. Instead of those Groupon groupies, find the right client who's in line

with your vision. You can offer them a fair discount to give your skills a try.
Another great idea is giving thank-you discounts or referral bonuses to loyal
clients who have sung your praises & brought in business, i.e. word of mouth. 

 
Pay attention to desperate discounting. Are you trying to do everything for free

or low cost because you're stressed & feeling the emptiness of your books? Or are
you deliberately and strategically designing discounts to grow successfully?
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Step Out of Your Comfort Zone
"A ship in port is safe, but that's not what ships are built for."

- Grace Hopper
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Step Out of Your Comfort Zone

Success Secret Four

I have a tip for you: You can only grow if you're willing to be a little
uncomfortable and quit playing it safe. What is ONE BIG THING

that you do in your life if you weren't AFRAID? The most successful
massage therapists are willing to take risks & step out of their

comfort zones – they also don't procrastinate! 
 

What is something you want to accomplish for your business, but
you have been stalling and afraid to do it? 

Write it down in your journal. 
 

Then I want you to put on your badass business boss armor and
embrace the uncertainty. Sure, it will probably scare you a little bit,

but it should also excite you! By facing our fears we become
courageous. 

 
When I see someone who might make a great client either online or

in person, I step out of my comfort zone and introduce myself. 
I make sure to tell them about what I do and ask for the opportunity

to earn their business. Try it today! 



"Humans are social beings, and we are happier, and better,
when connected to others."

- Paul Bloom
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Find Your Success Tribe
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Find Your Success Tribe
To reach top levels of success, you need to

surround yourself with others who will
motivate you, inspire you to do better, & 

 hold you accountable for your goals. 
 

This tip was a MASSIVE rocketbooster for me
& speaks true for members in the Massage
Success Club (MSC), a powerful, positive

society which I created for bodyworkers who
want to disrupt industry averages to build

the wellness business of their dreams.
 

I'm proud to say that the vast majority of my
coaching clients, who are all members of the

Massage Success Club, are on the path to
making well over the industry standard

income for therapists. This will allow them to
pay off debt, go on dream vacations, and

spend more time with their families! 
 

Don't you want that too? Think about who
you spend most of your time with. You'll find
the Massage Success Club not only holds you
accountable but supports you in your unique

journey – no matter where you are in your
career.

 
 

 My coaching clients are fulfilled and enjoying
life as healers, teachers, therapists and energy
workers. You need successful people who not
only encourage you to go after your financial
dreams but help you love yourself and take

care of your health too!
 
 

If you're ready to have people believe in you,
inspire you, motivate you, and share the right

resources with you, you can apply for the
Massage Success Club right here:

www.MassageSuccess.Club
 

 This is an elite community dedicated to
excellence and we only admit therapists who
are serious about taking their business to the
next level. I am proud to help members grow

their businesses, improve their health, 
 increase their profits, and gain the confidence

necessary for success. 
 

Follow me on Instagram @EricDeegear and
DM me if you have any questions! 
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Success Secret Five

http://www.massagesuccess.club/


Always Keep Your Mountains in Focus
"Our intention creates our reality."

- Wayne Dyer
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Always Keep Your Mountains in Focus

Success Secret Six

In order to be successful in this industry, you
need to show up at your best. That means an

organized schedule, professional attire, and a
clear focus on the goals before you. 

 
Starting your day off with a positive intention
is one of the best methods for success. When

you know what you want to happen during the
day, you'll be able to see opportunities to

reach these intentions easier. Every morning,
the first thing I do when I get out of bed is to

grab my daily goals notebook.
 

First, I jot down any to-do's that I have for the
day, including massages, mentoring sessions
with my coaching clients or social activities

with friends. 
 

In the next section, I list each of my 5
Mountains: Physical, Mental, Financial,

Relational & Spiritual, writing down my short-
term & long-term goals for each section.

If you would like more details on my 5
Mountain approach, please check out The 5

Mountains, my unique trailguide book to life
which will be released later this year.

 
Taking the time to think about & write down

your goals is a massive support for your success.
 

If I want to focus on specific outcomes for the
day, I'll put those down on my page as well. I'll

look at who I'll be interacting with that day,
what value I can create for them and think

about how we can contribute to each other's
journey. My intentions generate genuine and

authentic energy. By identifying how I want to
show up, I engage in the behaviors that result

in these outcomes. 
 

In a nutshell, look professional, show up
100%, clarify your intentions, and focus on

your Mountains every morning. Then let the
universe bring the positive results into your

massage business & your life.
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Find a Mentor
"A leader is one who knows the way, goes the way, and shows the way."

- John C. Maxwell
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The Benefits of a Mentor/Business Coach

Success Secret Seven

Whether you just took the dive into owning a
business, have been swimming in that pond for
years, or have yet to dip your toe into the water,

acquiring a mentor/business coach is an
endeavor well worth pursuing. 

 
For those who haven't hired business coach

before, hiring help in this area may not make
much sense at first. However, as anyone knows

who has taken the leap it is well-worth the
investment. That's how you have to look at it: an

investment into you and your business on a
mental level. Much like hiring a personal

trainer to help with physical fitness, a business
coach will help you with financial and mental

fitness for your massage practice, training your
business sense and give you a healthy diet of

successful habits. 
 

Every day, you will face hundreds of thousands
of negative sources trying to force their way

into your ears and eyes. In times like these, it's
nice to get a little external positive affirmation,
and with a mentor, you can be sure that you'll

get a hell of a lot of it!

Running a business is like being a king or
queen: you are the ruler of your domain. But

making big decisions can be mentally
exhausting with every factor having to be

thoughtfully weighed and considered.
 

Enter the trusted advisor: a confidant who
knows the lay of the land, can give guidance

or honest feedback. Business coaches are
even better because they usually have

experienced running businesses and are
intimately familiar with similar, if not the

same, problems you are facing.
 

Mentors are also a great source and sounding
board for fresh ideas. Sometimes we hit

slumps that drain our mental energy, leaving
us creatively bankrupt. 

 
Whether you are in need of advice, ideas or
motivation, mentors are the right choice to
make. The growth that you will experience
will be explosive, as you leverage years of
experience, massive energy and a creative

second pair of eyes.



Congratulations! 
With these 7 Secrets to Success, you are

started on your journey to financial
fulfillment and happiness!

 
Feel free to share this PDF with someone that

you know would benefit from it as well. I'm
happy to be able to help as many people as

possible.
 

 I've included some bonus gifts that I
normally assign for my coaching clients at
the end for you to fill out. This is your first

homework to finish!
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Facebook

Website

TAP BELOW TO CONNECT

Ready to go all in?
Access to +12 Years of Experience with
Business, Marketing & Massage Industry
Your Schedule Booked Solid with Clientele
A Plan for Avoiding Therapist Burnout
Monday through Friday Support
Trusted Advice & Consulting

 
OUR COACHING PROGRAM:

 
 

Get your 20 min
Coaching Call
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Email
Cheers, Eric

https://www.facebook.com/groups/277105666809317
http://www.deegear.biz/massage-success-club
mailto:eric@deegear.biz
https://www.deegear.biz/discovery-call/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/277105666809317
http://www.massagesuccess.club/
https://www.deegear.biz/discovery-call/
mailto:hello@massagesuccess.club


To-Do
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Urgent & Important = DO Important, NOT urgent = PLAN

Urgent, NOT important = DELEGATE Not Either = ELIMINATE



Goals
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2 Goals for the next 12 months

1.

2.

2 Goals for the next 30 days

1.

2.

Obstacles
1.

2.

3.

Brainstorm: How can I get past them?


